Call to Order: 3:42pm
PLEDGE of ALLIGIANCE:

ROLL CALL:
*Absent: Becker, Cyrise, Dunne, Gordon, Gorry, Guimares, Joseph, and Ortiz

APPROVALS:
*Motion to approve the day June 10 minutes by Wu; no second; Montes wants to amend it says 10rd should be changed to 10th; Wu accepts the amendment; seconded by McCoy; no objections.
*Motion by Boris if there are no objections I would like to put after new business in-house elections 5 min. per person followed by 5 min. of questions and after that include the oath of office. We have one in-house applicant however I do not see any here; No objections
*Motion to approve the June 17, 2010 will agenda by Varela; seconded by Montes; no objections

SPEAKERS APPOINTMENTS:
Boris: Mrs. Fritz decided to resign so this gives someone the opportunity to have a bigger plate. This person has been a member for a while but has a lot of upside so like to point representative Rebecca Sosa. Do you accept?
Sosa: Yes I accept
Boris: Can I have a motion?
*Motion to approve Rebeca Sosa by Montes; seconded by Fritz

SPECIAL ORDER SPEECHES:
Fritz: Representative Fritz for the record, parliamentarian I am going to do as Mr. Maher suggested a small overview of the agenda and motions that are typically used so that people have an idea of what’s happening in the house. If you don’t have any clue of what’s happening it with be clarified in next week’s agenda thank you.
Boris: Anyone else for special orders, seeing none open forum 2 min.

OPEN FORUM:
Dumas: Dumas MP Director for the record. The recycling bins are in. The decals are not in yet that they were provided by the Boca Raton house. I wrote two new bills, BRHB1124 and BRHB1125 to create an associate treasure position.
Boris: Any questions for MP director seeing none thank you
Ryan E-Banks: Boca Raton Governor for the record have for everyone here I have brought the representatives of each program so representatives can ask some questions about future program, goals, or your expectations.
Boris: any questions for the governor, seeing none thank you
Bobby Peterson: Program board director- I have brought my calendar here are several copies. This is my second year as director of program board. Shooting for well know artist for freakers ball. We have started a survey and asking the house representatives to assist program board to give out a survey for freakers ball. Also we plan to do less programming for small events we usually do every week, since we’d like to attract 1500 to 2000 to our events. We want to diversify program board. We would like to host a country concert.
Boris: Speaker time has expired by two minutes, any motions
*Motion to approve speaker’s time by two minutes, by representative Wu, seconded by Fritz

Bobby Peterson: the game war events are really successful. If you have any ideas for us our office is open for any suggestions
Boris: any questions for program board director

Fritz: how will you have surveys available for students
Bobby Peterson: its on survey monkey and its available in our face book page
Varela:- I just want to thank you for the calendar also any activities available the weekend before classes start?
Bobby Peterson: the foam party is the biggest event is a week before classes start and weeks of welcome continues the weekend planning first 2 weeks of classes
Boris: Any questions, seeing none thank you
PRESIDENT’S REPORT: none
VICE PRESIDENT’S REPORT:
Robert Huffman: Vice president for the record. Thank you for being here and for your dedication. Ayden has injured his eyes He will be here Friday to answer any questions. The senate approved the three student media positions. They have a lot of experience Looking forward to a great year, Thank you.
Boris: Any questions, seeing none
GOVERNOR’S REPORT:
Ryan E-Banks: Governor E-banks for the record, again I’m up here I guess the bill that was sponsored by Fritz the associate treasure position is a great idea. As treasure last year I had to be at various meetings. The treasurer does 200 clubs and a couple of agencies. The amount of work I could have done with an assistant would have been far better. It’s a lot of paper work for one person. You train student to do paper work the next semester. Sometimes I ran out of meetings to respond to dean’s call This is why I think the associate treasure position is a great idea.
Boris: Any questions for the governor. I’d like to recognize the treasure
Treasurer: So the question is do we need both positions
Ryan E-Banks: We don’t need student assistant position, since the associate treasure would do most of the work
Treasurer: Are you aware we have funding for this position
Ryan E-Banks: Yes I am aware
Boris- why would funding come from Student Gov account and not yours?
Ryan E-Banks: because my account is used for projects.
Boris: Any questions for governor E-Banks?
Wu: So are you paying the undergraduate assistant?
Ryan E-Banks: No, it was created under Heather it’s a university wide position
CHIEF JUSTICE’S REPORT:
Nicolo Solice: Chief of Justice for the record. The court will be meeting the last week of this month on Monday June 27th. It will be open to everyone and be aware that we will be meeting to make revisions to the university statues. There is also a bulletin board posted in the Boca campus for the judicial branch to know what bills have been received and what has been signed by Dr. Brown. Other than that I want to thank chief of staff Capata for organizing my office
Boris: Any questions for the Chief of Justice?
Fritz: How is your initiative to put all the legislations in the computer going?
Solice: Are goal is to have everything digitalized, have everything scanned and have a company digitalize it for us thank you
Boris: Anymore questions for the Chief of Justice?
Arsolino: Is it true that you like turtles?
Solice: Yes it’s a joke from YouTube
Boris: Anymore questions, seeing none
PROGRAM REPORTS:
Director of night owls: We open from 7pm to 11:30 people can call us or wave us down. Or put them on a waiting list. We are hiring a new associate director for night owls. Happy to say for first time we will put 3 new golf carts to use tonight. Two sponsored from student government. We have to make sure these carts are safe
Boris: Any questions for Night Owl Director?
Varela: why don’t you tell drivers to drive slower
Night owl director: no matter who is running the program no room for risk is the bottom line.
Maher: Are you aware this program was about to be cancelled?
Night owl director : Yes, I think I did
Boris: Any more questions, seeing none
COSO director: The new work room is furnished and will be an awesome resource for clubs and it will be referred as the club house I have flyers for events as well as pencils and mints.
Boris: Any questions for COSO director? Seeing none
Chris: Boca Raton treasurer for the record: We had a meeting yesterday with Heather, Capata, Jose, and governor E-Banks we met to discuss how office will change.

Boris: Any questions, seeing none

Fritz: I will not allow people to speak with a hat when coming up here

POP: Arsolino

Savy Director: Some events we have scheduled with housing residential life is a Halloween activity regarding trick or treat safety.

Boris: Any questions

Fritz: What's the freshman day of service?

Savy Director: It's the 20th of August to teach freshman students that community volunteer work is part of college life about giving back to the community

Boris: Any more questions, seeing none

Director of PT: June 27th free HIV testing day

MP director- working on a website and the student union will have a bulletin for all our events. T-shirts will be ordered in advance to have all the days of our events

Wu: Will you redo your logo for Multicultural programming?

MP director: No, we will stay with the same one

WU: Are you going to have Gyptian come back?

MP DIRECTOR: No

Boris: Anymore questions for MP director, seeing none

Representative Capata: The freshman event I made a new board for executive board. Hoffman and Ayden are a good team I'm happy. I know it's the summer since it's slow so it's about learning. I want to work with the house more. If anyone has any suggestions please see anyone in the office. Ryan's awesome. Thank you

Boris: Any questions for governor's chief of staff, seeing none

Pop: Varela 4:28

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ADVISOR’S REPORT: none

STUDENT GOVERNMENT COORDINATOR’S REPORT: My name is Mike I'm newly hired been in student government for a while. The owl book is a big improvement this year. If you have any ideas my office is open in 212 and I look forward to working will all of you thank you

Boris: Any questions for student Gov. Coordinator, seeing none

CHAIR REPORTS: Grider- I attended board of trustees meeting and we are having a 15% tuition increase this year.

Boris: Any questions for Grider?

Fritz: When did you have your committee meeting:

Grider: It started at 3:26 and ended at 3:30pm

Boris: Any questions, seeing none

Rules and Policies Chair:

Amanda Phillips: I did not see anyone from my chair at the meeting I will be e-mailing them

Ways and Means Chair

Montes: Ways and means chair- will be meeting every Friday at 1:30pm

Boris: Any questions, seeing none

House forum:

Boris – I will go first a representative can go up more than one time in house forum. There is so much involved with this treasurer thing. I will not say that I oppose or support it because I have a lot of unanswered questions. So my inclination is to say this has to go to committee for review. Either table this or talk about it

Grider: any questions?

*Motion: To admit all members by Montes, seconded by Nicotra

Grider: Any questions for speaker

Varela: Would you happen to know who funds college reach out

Bastidas: it gets funding from university funding

Grider: Any further questions, seeing none

Varela: I was made aware that the dean's got together that this is funded by the state. Once I was aware of that I'm not in favor of funding something that's not funded by the university. We are funding a lot of positions so we should reconsider it
Boris: Any questions for representative Varela?
Lupo: The crop budget was canceled by the state and that’s why they need money?
Varela: Yes
E—Banks: Chris does not understand the amount of transactions he will have to do because the dean’s are asking me to start programming a month earlier
Varela: I’m aware, from what I got from his report is the position the undergraduate has he/she will be able to fulfill all duties
POP: Nicotra
Fritz: college reach out program is funded by the state. It’s for students
Boris: Any questions for the Parliamentarian?
Varela- Are you aware I agree that it’s a huge benefit for high school students
Fritz: I’m aware
Boris: Any other questions, seeing none
*Motion to amend all members by Wu, Seconded by Montes
Grider- the only benefit is volunteer work. I do not see a need for spending $10,000. Ryan worked very hard for his position. We have two new positions, and we want two more!
* Motion to extend speakers time by two minutes by Varela, Seconded by Maher
Grider: We do not have to appoint new positions to make people’s life easier.
Boris: Open time for questions
Fritz: Are you aware the goal of the university is to grow and have more students involved in college organizations?
Grider: I am aware but we are student volunteer and. I want you to ask the treasurer and ask them how they feel personally
Phillips: Are you aware I agree with you for the first time
Fritz: Are you aware this is not to make person’s job easier, but a necessity, since this person is working 20 hours a week already
Grider I am aware
*Motion to extend speakers time by 1 min, by Fritz, Seconded by Wu
* Motion to recognize Governor by Fritz
E-Banks: If someone isn’t there to cover me than things fall behind
Grider: I’m aware if you’re not there work is stopped
Boris: Speakers time expired
*Motion to close questioning floor by Varela, Seconded by Fritz
Vetoed business:-
Boris: BRHB1119 supporting college reach out program
*Motion: To table indefinitely, seconded by Lupo
Fritz: I Object
Boris: Row call or Pro con?
Fritz: Row call
Boris: If this bill passes it will be removed from the agenda. Vote of yes is to kill bill and a vote of no is to not kill the bill
Lupo: So yes is to kill the bill
Boris: Yes
Row call 9 yes, 5 no motion passes
TABLED BUSINESS: none
OLD BUSINESS: none
NEW BUSINESS:
OPEN FORUM:
Student gov.coordinator want to update information in website. Will meet as a committee so have I have not received any ideas. We can put up any pictures or videos on the website
Boris: Anyone else for open forum?
Boris: I had amended the agenda and we have to vote for an in house applicant
Lupo: Did the person tell you why they couldn’t be here
Boris: Yes
Grider: when did you receive an e-mail and this application
Boris: on Monday and e-mailed them in the afternoon.
Bastidas: We have to go to row call and vote
Boris: Vote of yes to approve and a vote of no is to not approve this person
Row Call: Not approved
SPECIAL ORDER SPEECHES:
Fritz: so I just made something very complicated about parliamentarian procedures. I objected to a vote which made everything hard
Boris: Any questions, see none my report
Bastidas: Fritz is serious business and I can see she’s in her zone. I would expect Ryan to know more about assistant treasure position. The budget will close soon there’s approximately 12,000 on the sga account. Next year will receive less $ we should do more for students
Secretary and pro tempt will be allowed to lock computers, since they have important documents. We are going to be redoing statues. We have great ideas from focus group. A lot of clubs table on the breeze way till 2pm, but we should have till 4pm We want to start early to benefit students all year
Other than that I’d like to thank you all for coming, thank you
Grider: Any question for speaker?
Maher: What was the amount of money left in the account last year?
Bastidas: $910
Maher: Are you aware tuition is increasing
Bastidas: Yes I’m aware I understand we have the lowest tuition rate, but I’m willing to sacrifice
Grider: Like to recognize treasure:
Treasure: seat project was $15,000 and 6,00 for the plants just to clarify
Grider: I’d like to recognize MP director
MP director: Could you go back to open forum
Boris: Could do that without any objections
Grider: Any question: seeing none, let’s go straight to open forum
*Motion by Grider, seconded by Fritz I 2nd that
Maher: I object
Boris: You want to go straight to roll call
Maher: I take back that motion back
Boris: Motions can be resented, but seconds can not
Boris: We are now in open forum
OPEN FORUM
E-Banks: I’m sorry about the resource center. Boris and I went to the VP of student affair regarding student center. We are trying to create a position that has no benefits.
Fritz: What is the update regarding the marketing director position
E-Banks: The past marketing directors we’ve had have been horrible and we want them to know more about student government as well as promote it.
Boris: Anymore questions, seeing none
LEGISLATIVE REPORT:
REMINDEERS: Bastidas: next meeting will be June 24th at 3:30 pm at the senate chamber
FINAL ROLL CALL:
*Absent: Becker, Cyrise, Dunne, Gordon, Gorry, Guimares, Joseph, and Ortiz
ADJOURNMENT: Move to adjournment by Wu, seconded by Montes
Meeting over at 5:45pm